Each geographical location has its own dynamic on different levels, such as but not limited to climatological, soil, vegetation, population, economic and many more. The fast-changing paste of cultural, environmental, economic, and many other factors made it hard on the vegetation cover to heal and recover. As a result, a lot of forests have shrunk in area, in vegetation density, even disappeared. Tremendous efforts are invested towards stopping and/or reversing the deforestation occurring due its vital importance, one of it is through reforestation. All previously mention factors along other factors have affected the Lebanese context of reforestation in a way or another. Lebanese forests regressed to dramatical levels, where it became an issue of vital importance due to the big environmental role play the vegetation cover in terms of soil erosion, water conservation, animal habitat, and air purification. This article shed the light on the reforestation challenges and problems in Lebanon, where key challenges are addressed and dissected. In addition, an insight on the past and recent reforestation techniques, projects, and how international organization stepped in under the Lebanese Government umbrella and helped to render the whole process more efficient with a higher degree of success.
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ПРОБЛЕМЫ ВОССТАНОВЛЕНИЯ ЛЕСОВ В ЛИВАНСКОЙ РЕСПУБЛИКЕ

Каждое географическое положение имеет свою собственную динамику процессов на разных уровнях, таких как климатологический, почвенный, растительный, демографический, экономический и многие другие. Быстро меняющаяся совокупность культурных, экологических, экономических и многих других факторов затрудняла восстановление растительного покрова. В результате многие леса сократились по площади, по густоте растительности, даже исчезли. Огромные усилия прилагаются к тому, чтобы остановить и/или обратить вспять обезлесение, что является следствием крайней жизненной важности данного процесса, одним из направлений которых является восстановление лесов. Все ранее упомянутые факторы наряду с другими факторами так или иначе повлияли на контекст лесовосстановления в Ливане. Леса в этой стране регрессировали до критического уровня, вследствие чего их восстановление стало проблемой жизненной важности из-за большой экологической роли, которую играет растительный покров с точки зрения эрозии почвы, сохранения воды, среды обитания животных и очистки воздуха. Эта статья описывает опыт лесовосстановления в Ливане с рассмотрением и анализом ключевых проблем. Кроме того, оценка ранее использовавшихся и современных методов лесовосстановления, государственных программ и проектов в этой области, а также роли международных организаций и степени их взаимодействия с правительством Ливана поможет сделать весь процесс восстановления лесов более эффективным и более успешным.
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Introduction. Lebanon is situated in the Eastern part of the Mediterranean Basin, where three continents intersect [1]. With a total area of 10,452 km², the Lebanese terrain is categorized as rugged mountainous, where both Eastern mountains series known as the Anti Lebanon mountains chain, and the Western one known as Mount Lebanon mountains chain consist ¾ of the country total area [2–4].
Distinctively, Lebanon is located in a zone classified as semi-arid, and distinguished by its ecological diversity [5], where it is a habitat for 2.63% of the world species ranging from birds, to mammals and reptiles [6], and 1.11% of its plant species [7].

Lebanon’s woods have been abused to an incredible level, and took advantage of through hundreds of years tracing all the way back to 7,700 BC with the Neolithic civilisations passing by a few civilisations, countries and Realms like the Phoenicians, Babylonians, Rulers of Israel, Romans, and the Ottomans [8–10]. As such, Lebanese biological variety is known to be a home of in excess of 2,600 species in spite of the multitude of anthropogenic difficulties, where 12% of subject can be tracked down just around here and delegated provincially endemic [11–13].

Lebanon was covered with enormous timberlands of conifers as indicated by verifiable records; it was assessed more that 70% of Lebanon’s complete region was covered with ancient woodlands [8]. Furthermore, forests where under tension of metropolitan abuse in mountains from the seventh 100 years alongside undeniably related exercises, for example, taking advantage of timberland for rural purposes, gathering the wood for railways, kindling and livestock grazing, and all land deterioration that followed the new sloppy seaside urban communities and mountain resorts inciting land corruption what diminished the timberland inclusion and impacted the forest recovery cycle [8, 14, 15]. Moreover, notwithstanding all the threatening factors referenced previously, Lebanese woodlands were impacted over the most recent 50 years by environment changes, Lebanon nationwide conflict, huge bushfires, microbes and bugs that obliterated and influenced a lot of those timberlands [8, 16–19].

Today, the forests are estimated to cover less than 13% of Lebanon’s total area [20]; therefore, the Ministry of Environment (MoE) has sent off a Public Reforestation Plan meaning to expand the forest cover from 13 to 20% over a time of 30 years, upheld by regions and different neighborhood and worldwide associations [8]. On a short time period, the MoE launched with the cooperation of United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and the Global Environment Facility (GEF) a 5-year building capacity project known as the “Safeguarding and Restoring Lebanon’s Woodland Resources Project” (SRLWRP).

Results and discussion. By 2020 the forest cover in Lebanon was assessed at 143 thousand hectares addressing 13.7% of its all-out surface region [21], that extrapolating information revealed by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations FAO in 2005 [20] is dared to be framed of 32% conifers, for example, Juniperus excelsa (23%), Pinus pinea (18%), Cedrus libani (5%) and Cupressus sempervirens (3%), and 40% a blend of Pinus brutia and Pinus halepensis.

Late examinations feature the basic overall impact of climatic changes notwithstanding habitat loss on biodiversity [22, 23]. Recent research done in the 21st century has demonstrated that these progressions are progressively influencing the biological systems of backwoods and forest [23–30], where dieback numbers and additionally grow rates decline became huge and related with, occasional and outrageous climate variance connected with declination in precipitation and temperature increment overall for long windows of time [24–27, 29–35]. Current researchers are assessing that a ton of the environment changes will be tending either to increment or become the new typical, what will enhance the unsettling influence saw of woodland’s biological system [26, 27, 30, 36, 37]. Specialists guarantee that environment changes will affect contrastingly the biological systems and individual species all over the planet [18, 27].

Lebanon lies within a recognized core of plant diversity that is known as a global hotspot because of its biogeography, geology, topography, and early human settlements unique to the Mediterranean basin [12, 38], where it is considered a habitat for more than 9,119 species of animals and plants [39].

Lebanese woodlands are situated in one of the most vulnerable regions to climatic changes on the planet, what is affecting timberlands as well as their species dissemination [40]. Research have noted that mind to final part of the twentieth century precipitations has diminished in wintertime in the Mediterranean area, where Lebanon keeps on confronting dry spell related with impacts of anthropogenic climatic changes through the 21st century classifying the ongoing dry season period of getting the opportunity by 98% to be thought of as the drier one than any beyond ones over the most recent 500 years. Outstandingly, a new report for Mahfouz et al. classified 2014’s colder time of year as driest one contrasted with the recorded data of the past 56 years [4].

It has been noted thought data analyses from 1951–1975, the occurrence of extreme drought conditions rose twice in the period from 1976–2000 compared with 1950–1982, the period 1983–2014 saw a 60% rise in the occurrence of severe drought conditions [4]. What’s more, between the years 2006–2015, Lebanon showed an average estimated ascent of 0.75–1.5 °C contrasted with 1850–1900 throughout the colder time of year season. In the late spring season, it was accounted for a more outrageous ascent of around 1.5–2.25 °C. Specialist has noted between the years 1960–2003 a surmised increment of warm evenings by 27 evenings and abatement cool ones by 23 evenings. Besides, as per the UNDP environmental change profile and the
MOE, an ascent of almost 0.21 °C has been recorded every decade between the years 1970–2006 [4].

With high instability, Lebanon exhibits low precipitation. Soil moisture instability in the summer season is driven mainly by spring rainfall, which leads it to be vulnerable to droughts. These observations well outweigh the predicted natural variability from the North Atlantic Oscillation and are compliant with other research that indicate signs of drought linked to anthropogenic climate change [4].

Through a study that covered the Cedrus Libani forests in Syria, scientists have found a notable correlation between the precipitation’s quantity, fluctuation in temperatures, and growth of vegetation [40]. It is a continuous dynamic between various factors, where rainfall levels and temperature fluctuation will influence the dry season severity, which at its turn will affect simultaneously how species are distributed and forest development [41]. In addition, by analyzing the dendrochronological data in the Mediterranean, scientists were able to understand the dynamic between tree growth and climatic changes [42–46].

One of the interesting research projects conducted on Cedar forest in Lebanon had reviewed the past present and future of those forest. The study was done through a collection of past geographic, meteorologic, soil and climate data that was processed with the help of the CARAIB model. Finally, the results obtained by the CARAIB model helped predict the future distribution of the C. Libani forest where 3 scenarios of atmospheric CO₂ where tested to mimic potential future global CO₂ emissions until year 2100. The 3 climate changing scenarios predicted that although the Cedar forest potentially will be growing near same geographical location as current ones, except that it will migrate to higher altitudes. The Lebanese Cedar forest borders expansion, and geographical altitudes migration will depend not only on the Cedars migration potential that is influenced mainly by the abiotic and biotic interventions, but also on the climatic change rhythm that will be taking place in the Mediterranean area especially Lebanon until the end of the 21st century [47]. This study is a clear demonstration on climatological impact on forest distribution, where it highlights Cedar forest migration to higher altitudes, altitudes that will provide these trees with needed temperature to exist and expand.

The climatological changes impacted Lebanese forests allowing speeches to dominate and expand. More specifically, a study covering Bekaa valley was conducted using an interesting approach to understand the biotic response in correlation to climatic changes that were occurring during the past interglacial-glacial phase through paleoenvironmental remodeling. This study concluded that during the transition phase at a given point tree population such as C. Libani were dominant and expanding with existence of temperate deciduous species during favorable climatic conditions rich with precipitation, while this expansion stopped due to inclination of rainfall, impacting coniferous leading to a declination in their population. In addition, the study highlights the re-expansion of conifers at a later stage is probably related to increase in precipitation, yet not enough to allow the revival of temperate deciduous species [48].

As with many countries of the East Mediterranean, climate change affects Lebanon with frequent droughts and intensive desertification, thus the country’s forests are highly vulnerable to anthropogenic pressure from urban expansion, agricultural encroachment on forested spots, quarrying, uncontrolled logging, forest fires, invasive species, pollution and soil erosion, as stated by Khater [49]. Most of the region lacks irrigation and nutrients due to erosion processes, and presence of several native species such as the Cedrus libani is so reduced that it is currently assessed as Vulnerable in the Red List of Threatened Species [1, 50–52].

The SRLWRP and Lebanon Reforestation Initiative (LRI) projects have addressed this degradation and deforestation challenge since 2012, testing reforestation techniques from United States and Europe to solve issues related to nursery practices and outplanting while evaluating their suitability to Lebanese conditions [16, 53]. Traditional reforestation practices in Lebanon focused on using whatever plant materials were available, completing full payment of seedlings to nurseries upon successful three-year survival of seedlings, outplanting in the post-winter season and employing large-scale mechanical site preparation to loosen rocks and a hoe for the planting hole, making this an intensive labor, economically non-viable and low efficient scheme [54].

These techniques are the outcome of using the target plant concept (TPC) aimed at enhancing survival and growth of seedlings, by emphasizing how seedlings perform on the outplanting site rather than on nursery performance, by establishing a close work between the nursery and the client to determine the target plant based on site characteristics and feedback regarding performance of initial crops, and employing post-planting monitoring information to improve subsequent plant materials [5, 54].

Al-Idrissi was an arabic geographer who lived in 12th century noted pine forest around the Lebanese capital covering an area of more than 3,000 Ha. Later this forest known today as ‘Beirut forest’ was expanded by Emir Fakhreddine the 2nd, who lived...
between the 14–15th century, in addition to his remarkable reforestation efforts that covered different areas of Mount Lebanon [16].

Before Lebanon took its independence in 1943, the reforestation activities were limited to small initiatives done on an individual level by planting some Pine trees. The Lebanese Government initiated the ‘Green Plan’, in order to preserve and regenerate Lebanese forests, where it succeeded to restore a lot of green spaces by planting different types of conifers and hardwoods mainly during the 60s and mid 70s, and by creating national nurseries. In addition, a special consideration was given to Lebanese Cedars in the Shouf mountains [13]. In the early 90s, the Ministry of Environment (MoE) in an effort to create a momentum in reforestation launched what is known by the largest reforestation plan called the National Reforestation Plan (NRP), where in a later stage the Ministry of Agriculture (MoA) played a key role, explicitly managing safeguarded woods and foundation of new timberlands since 2001.

The NRP was divided to short- and long-term plan, ending up covering 100,000 Ha of land where the forest cover will reach a total of 20% [16]. MoE have executed the reforestation of 580 Ha of degraded areas between 2002–2006, by selecting specific sites that are suitable for reforestation according to a set of standards derived from maps that helped with the decision making, in addition to request for reforestation submitted by municipalities. During that time, the reforestation process was monitored by the MoE, but allocated to private firms, including sites maintenance that followed reforestation. The MoE ensured that a variety of Lebanese indigenous species to be used for the reforestation, and selection of species to be determined depending on each site soil, climate, elevation and many other factors [16].

The NRP have established guidelines for reforestation where the seedling used for reforestation must be a minimum of 12–24 month old, planted in nylon bags that holds a volume 1 L of soil, then planted in 50 cm³ holes; In addition, seedlings were irrigated twice within one year of their plantation, and weeding also was done twice a year for the first 2 years of plantation time [16].

Funded by the Global Environment Facility (GEF), the MoE initiated a project that aimed to complement and add more value to the NRP under the name of Safeguarding and Restoring Lebanon’s Woodland Resources Project (SRLWRP). The SRLWRP added more value to the ongoing NRP by using a more efficient management approach, implementation of innovative technologies, reforestation cost reduction approaches, continuous monitoring, and evaluation in addition to other steps taken towards improving the whole reforestation experience by creating a modern approach under the NRP [16].

Phase 3 of the NRP project was launched in 2010 under the supervision of the MoE with the support of the SRLWR where in order to further develop execution in this stage, the SRLWR proposed another contracting methodology, in view of a participatory methodology of contracting straightforwardly intrigued municipalities to achieve reforestation works in their particular areas, as opposed to contracting private firms and 3rd parties, giving the government a strong grip on the reforestation process. The MoE would choose among municipalities who submitted reforestation requests that aligned with selection criteria set by the SRLWR and MoE, where later on the MoE trained and monitored the bodies who carried the reforestation efforts in each municipality [16]. The MoE with the assist of the SRLWR managed to get on board 48 municipalities between 2010–2011 restoring an area of nearly 200 Ha planted mainly with Pinus pinea due to its economic value deriving from selling the pine fruit; In addition not only light was shed inside the Lebanese community on the importance of forests, but also some members where trained on the reforestation methodologies [16].

Reforestation is carried out nowadays through either individual with small initiatives, and official big, organized bodies, such as the Ministry of Agriculture, Ministry of environment, local and international organizations.

The Lebanese Reforestation Initiative (LRI), funded by the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) developed and published a manual under the name of: “A guide to reforestation best practices” in 2014. The target behind publishing that manual is to set the guidelines for best practices in order to implemented in future reforestation activities. Since then, reforestation was carried out in a more effective way. In parallel, 2 technical reports published under the LRI supported by USAID, one in 2015 under the name of “Outplanting monitoring and inspection practices and results” summarizing the results of reforestation efforts done between 2011 and 2014, followed by another one titled “Lebanon reforestation initiative outplanting monitoring report phase2” published in 2019 stating the results of reforestation efforts done in Lebanon between 2016 and 2018.

All reforestation efforts done after 2010 shaped the modern approach of best practices in restoring the forest cover.

Reforestation process starts by a decent site determination system comprises the most important move towards fruitful reforestation. Sites to be chosen and assessed based on ecological, social, and economic factors.
Site determination can begin preceding visiting the site by picking expected areas from a reforestation appropriateness guide, for example, accessing and analyzing data with the help of GIS, a step that can give a better understanding of potential sites in terms of soil composition, climatical conditions, along other data that plays a key role in site selection process. Subsequently, destinations displayed on the maps are those where reforestation can find lasting success from a feasible and scientific perspective. Nonetheless, it is critical to take note of that those guidelines are not definitive, where in some cases the opinion of local people with deep knowledge relative to reforestation can be taken into consideration and in specific situation, they can assist the reforestation chief with looking further into best species to plant [55].

Mainly, the LRI make sure that reforestation is done in either governmental owned locations or religious one, a strategy to better secure the manageability and conservation of the reforested land as well as ensuring that this effort will reflect a public benefit on the whole community within the reforested area [53].

After site selection and verification of ownership, a technical field assessment should follow. The field assessment will be tailored based on the reforestation goals, where it can be done to increase the forest cover, for community strengthening purposes, to restore mine sites, for keep up with the impact of climate changes, and many other objectives [16, 53]. The technical field assessment then will measure the potential site’s suitability based on set of standards such as:

- soil depth, where it is important to plant in deep soil (minimum of 0.4 m), otherwise the seedling mortality rate will spike;
- soil types and texture;
- water availability;
- security related matters related to presence of military activity, land mines, or any other factor that may be considered as a security concern for reforestation implementation;
- local community level of interest and degree of engagement, where it is considered as a key factor contributing to the success and sustainability of the reforestation project;
- area accessibility in case any machinery is needed, for irrigation purposes, and for workers’ transport;
- the land assessed is preferably to have a relatively big area (>25 Ha);
- land geography in terms of slops, elevation, and aspect;
- potential human activities that may threaten the seedlings;
- risk of fire in that area;
- grazing pressure, where if any it is important to mitigate that risk by for example putting a fence around the reforested area [16, 53, 55].

The step that follows is species selection, where the choice depends on the outcome from the field assessment, in addition to other factors such as but not limited to economical value, symbolic value, availability at the nurseries and many other [55].

Main step that affects the reforestation process is the quality of the seedling provided by nurseries, where several elements ensure the production of high-quality seedlings such as:

- container selection, where using a Deepots allowed a better management of seedlings, better root system development without swirling, more uniform seedlings, and better management;
- growing media used, where it’s a mix of coco-peat and peat most known its water holding capacity, characterized with a specific pH ranging between 5–5.5, and considered cost effective;
- sowing period, where choosing the perfect time for sowing will result in a health strong seedling, and a high percentage of seeds germination;
- a well-managed irrigation system;
- a well-managed fertilization system ensuring that the seedling is strong and healthy and equipped with all nutrients needed for the reforestation process [53].

All the previous steps are followed by holes preparation, where it can be effected manually or with the help of machinery, but what is matters the hole dimensions that is mention previously, and both density seedling density and spacing based on the target of reforestation and geographic nature of the land [53, 55]. Seedling will be placed at the hole center and after filling 1/3rd of the hole with soil, it is important that the soil is hand tamped and the process is repeated in thirds and finished by a foot tamped, a way of compacting the soil ensuring no air pockets around the root system and keeping the seedling in place [56]. Watering at this stage or in monitoring stage will depend on soil moisture availability for planted seedlings, but most of the seedlings in Lebanon used for reforestation are watered either by water trucks or a water irrigation system which is better cost-effective option [53, 55].

Final stage, where monitoring and maintenance take place. In this stage, weeds controlling, and irrigation will be done for the first 2 years. In addition, seedling survival will be monitored and will be used as an indicator of the reforestation overall degree of success or failure. At this stage also there will be a lot of lessons learned, a way improves approaches that will be made in future reforestation projects.
Conclusion. It became obvious that climate changes in Lebanon have affected the vegetation cover where it was observed the increase in temperatures, and decrease in precipitations. It is noted that the past of climate change is disturbing the balance or forest ecosystem, where trees became more susceptible to die from insects’ attacks, drought, and their slow adaptability past compared to the quickly rising climatic challenges. Based on the Lebanese reforestation experience, it is obvious that reforestation is not an easy task, where a lot of factors are involved and interact together leading to success or failure of the process. It is important to give high attention to details through each step, starting by choice of land, then choice of seedling, followed by planting phase and maintenance for the couple following year. Everything should be done with high degree of professionalism and great managerial approach to harness successful results of reforestation. In addition, it is important to take into consideration lessons learned from previous reforestation experiences, while keep an open mind to implement and try new promising reforestation techniques that may decrease the seedling mortality rate and bring the whole process to a better cost-efficient level compared to current or old approaches. The level of approached mentioned before will need economic stability, legislation protection, absence of political interfering, and a high level of community awareness and engagement, and till the day Lebanon still faces many of these challenges.
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